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February 8, 2022

BY ELECTRONIC MAIL

Palantir Technologies

Board of Directors

1555 Blake Street Suite 250

Denver, CO 80202 United States

Investors@Palantir.com

Re:  Imploration of Peter Thiel Resignation, Palantir Technologies Board of

Directors

Dear Palantir Board of Directors:

Today’s memo implores the resignation of Mr. Peter Thiel from the Board of Directors of your
esteemed organization.

● Reasonable expectations support this resignation on or before Monday February 14,
2022 at Noon EST.

● Failure in the resolution of the resignation concerned may be a threat to xNY.io’s
international enterprise (detailed below).

● Simple logic behind our request coincides with the February 7, 2022, 4:07 PM EST
Bloomberg News report of Mr. Thiel’s resignation  from Meta’s Board of Directors.
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Bloomberg cited that Mr. Thiel plans to explore political endeavors that perhaps would be
a conflict of interest to sacred Board Director entitlement responsibilities.

Speaking honestly and transparently, Palantir’s Board of Directors must embody the similarly
sacred fact of seeking various high level Blanket Purchase Agreements (BPA) with the United
States of America.  For example xNY.io submits that the FBI’s work in New York City has coined
“Gotham” under a Palintir contract.

● Researching details for this memo today, xNY.io further shares
USAspending.gov’s near $30M BPA contract with Palantir for FBI systems and
processes software architecture.

● Given the example and reasoning behind Mr. Theil’s resignation as a Meta
Director, how can Palintir justify his serving as a Director of your firm?

Full, fair, and accurate disclosures from all parties in a battle for corporate influence or control
are critically important to investors, particularly when they are called upon to make decisions
about their investments. Contemporary crypto computer crimes likely are key considerations
relevant to making informed investment decisions by sophisticated investors, underscoring
protection of pension assets via keen planning.

From xNY.io’s perspective, Mr. Thiel may be aware of New York BitLicense marketplace
manipulation techniques and potential cross-border computer crimes. This has been a major
focus of xNY.io's scholar research/innovation communication and our business plan execution
strategy.

● The World Bank (WorldBank.org) notes that vulture funds endanger the gains made
by debt relief to poorest countries. "The Bank has already delivered more than $40
billion in debt relief to 30 of these countries...thanks to this, countries like Ghana can
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provide micro-credit to farmers, build classrooms for their children, and fund water
and sanitation projects for the poor," wrote World Bank Vice President Danny
Leipziger in 2007.

● World Bank directors warn that strategies adopted by vulture funds divert much
needed debt relief away from the poorest countries on earth and into the bank
accounts of the wealthy.

● xNY.io is concerned Mr. Theil is not clear-eyed; ignoring that via Meta and PayPal
microcredit lending fraud has been a major issue for developing economies.

Likewise, in Western developed economies, market history warns that when boards of directors
approve of and/or ignore the misuse of computer software programs which compute values
based upon data input formulas from active cross-border manipulation structures, the results
can lead to scandals like Enron. Such outcomes cost investors billions of dollars when the share
prices of affected companies collapse, while also shaking public confidence in the United States
securities markets.

Enron’s Board of Directors: Contemporary Lessons on Crypto Marketplace Manipulation
Computer Crimes

In its 2000 review of best corporate boards, Chief Executive Magazine included Enron among
its five best boards.  Even with its complex corporate governance and network of intermediaries,
Enron was still able to "attract large sums of capital to fund a questionable business model,
conceal its true performance through a series of accounting and financing maneuvers, and hype
its stock to unsustainable levels."On paper, Enron had a model board of directors comprised
predominantly of outsiders with significant ownership stakes and a talented audit committee of
various state and federal regulators.
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Two decades later, in 2021, it is clear that cryptocurrency and blockchain computer software
systems require contemporary, ethically pure and sound cultivation to support the realization of
a "generation of innovation," maximizing the full potential of blockchain software technologies.

Board directors that will pioneer the next chapters of the meaningful New York legacy of global,
cross-border banking will agree:

● Close scrutiny of corporate governance and greater responsibility placed on directors
to vouch for the reports submitted to the SEC and other federal agencies have
resulted in the growth of computer software solutions such as blockchain systems
and processes.

● Cryptocurrency and Blockchain computer software products allow corporate directors
and internal auditors to assemble and analyze financial and other relevant
data—including unstructured data—and create reporting required by New York
BitLicense regulators and various Federal counterparts.

● Before its demise, Enron was lauded for its sophisticated software, including financial
risk management tools powered by computer software.

● Risk management was crucial to Enron not only because of its regulatory
environment, but also because of its business plan. Enron established long-term fixed
commitments which needed to be hedged to prepare for the invariable fluctuation of
future energy prices.

● Enron's downfall was attributed to its reckless use of derivatives and special purpose
formulas manipulated by computer accounting software tools. To engage in probable
computer crimes, Enron hedged its risks with special purpose entities which it owned,
and Enron retained the risks associated with the transactions.
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Enron's aggressive accounting practices were not hidden from the board of directors, as later
learned by a Senate subcommittee. The board was informed of the rationale for using the
Whitewing, LJM, and Raptor transactions, and after approving them received status updates on
the entities' operations. Although not all of Enron's widespread improper accounting practices
were revealed to the board, the practices were dependent on board decisions.

Eliminating Bad Board of Director Schemes

Palantir Technologies perhaps may understand xNY.io’s overall concern of Mr. Theil’s Meta
resignation. Meanwhile, xNY.io cannot logically accept that Palantir’s Gotham technology (with
Mr. Theil serving as a Palantir Director)  is not being manipulated at our overall expense.

Failure to meet the recommended deadline of Monday February 14, 2022 at Noon EST, may
signal great concern in need of further investigation of Palantir Technologies computer crime
conspiracies. The Board of Directors at Palantir must understand xNY.io’s approach to Gotham
software purity.

Seemingly, Meta’s Board embodied similar, logical approaches.

Published by the Office of Legal Education Executive office for United States Attorneys, the
“Prosecuting Computer Crime Manual” has been xNY.io’s reference guide as international
scholars researching Crypto Computer Crimes and how to best position corresponding Bank.org
business innovation moving forward.

Here we share 183 highlights to the Computer Crimes Manual as per best disclosure practices
to illustrate various potential scenarios when market conditions are met and a board of directors
potentially exploits blockchain technological software innovation with forecastable reckless
consequences.
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Respectfully yours with appreciation,

Gunnar Larson - xNY.io | Bank.org

MSc - Digital Currency

MBA - Entrepreneurship and Innovation (ip)

G@xNY.io +1-646-454-9107
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